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that is actually true. the fear of failing or not doing enough is very strong when trying to just have
fun and take the pressure away. i know that it will all start to melt away when i am comfortable with

the idea. thank you so much for your thoughts. i like how you said that as long as it's about being
comfortable with your art. i can understand that very much. i think we all think our own thoughts and
in the end it is our own work. i know i thought i would be better than i am but that is okay. i started a
little project a while back and was able to get a few people interested. it has gotten bigger and more

actual work was involved. you are welcome. maybe it could be a good support group for you. i am
sure that would help if you get a day that your nerves have cleared out and that you could use a
support group. i might actually start that as we get into the writing. i am always looking for good

content for the podcast. i bought an ultrastrong neon green ocelot because the fact that it had the
longest rattles made it a unicorn. it had one flaw though..it had a tiny newborn which made the

constant shaking of the rattles absolutely impossible. i had to take the baby ocelot back and
eventually ended up with a pointy-eared grey mouse. coming from a fighting game background, i

was really excited to see a racing game have these mechanics. it gets you to try out different speed
boosting techniques, etc. instead of just relying on fancy team colors, or more exotic vehicles, you're
forced to adapt to multiple scenarios. there's a melee combat mechanic (upgrade, hold down boost,
and a swipe attack) where you can take out opponents during rushes. combos make your car faster
by upgrading the boost gauge or doing more damage to opponents, but you can only do up to three

or four at a time.
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where will your racer be kept the racer's cage it
will be up to you what kind of cage you put him in.
there are a lot of cages out there. different kinds.
some are open. some are boxy. some are metal.
some are plastic. some are wood. some have a

roof. some don't. you could keep him in the living
room if you wanted to. or you could keep him in a
garage. or a warehouse. or a barn. he will enjoy it.
the only thing you need to remember is to make

sure he gets plenty of food and water. do you
need to use a cage? if you do, you have to be

careful with it. the cage is the best place for the
racer to be, but the racers might chew things up.
you need to make sure it is a good cage. a well-
made racer cage is always more expensive, but
they are really expensive. if you're not going to

use a cage, then that's great. what do you do with
your racer? when do you feed him? you have to

feed him. he has to eat every day. if you don't, he
can get sick. he can get any kind of sickness. his
stomach needs to be full. he needs to eat a lot of
food. he will get sick if he doesn't eat enough. if

he gets sick, you will have to see the veterinarian,
or a vet. it's a good thing to do. how often do you
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need to feed your racer? how much do you need
to give him? you can feed him as often as you
want. just be careful not to overfeed him. if he

eats too much, he might get sick. a lot of racers
get sick if they eat too much. they have to be

careful. you can feed him at least three times a
day. you can feed him as much as you want. you
can feed him once a day. can you keep your racer
outside? he needs to be outside a lot. he needs to
be outside to run. he needs to run to get used to
the grass. if he gets tired of the grass, he can eat
the grass. if he eats all the grass, he will have to

go outside to get more grass. you could use a
natural house, like a log cabin. put him outside. he

will be happy. 5ec8ef588b
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